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Introduction:
Welcome to DogeBoy, a MEME token 
designed to restore faith in investing.

We aim to provide SAFETY for those 
who've been victims of scams and 
offer GAINS for those who've faced 

financial setbacks.

Join us in creating a SECURE and 
Profitable Environment for everyone.

DogeBoy Token is not just a 
cryptocurrency; it's a promise of 

Trust and Prosperity.



Background:
Unlike traditional cryptocurrencies, 
meme coins gain popularity through 

VIRAL Marketing, often driven by 
social media trends and memes.

They are characterized by a 
community-driven approach, where 

a strong and active user base 
contributes to their Success.

Meme coins are known for their 
potential for Rapid and Substantial 

price growth.



Problem Statement:

Even though Meme coins 
attract a large number of 
investors, unfortunately 
most of these projects 

turn out to be Scams or 
Rug Pulls.



Problem Statement:

A “Scam” refers to deceptive practices where the creators of the 
meme coin may have no intention of delivering on their promises, 
potentially resulting in financial losses for investors.

A "Rug Pull" refers to a situation where the creators of a meme 
coin suddenly abandon the project, taking a large portion of the 
invested funds with them. This often happens after the coin's 
value has surged, and investors are left with significant losses.



Solution:
One of the main reasons we launched the 

DogeBoy was to Fix Problems in the 
crypto world, especially scams.

The main aim was to Give Hope back to 
investors who had lost money in other 

Meme Coin projects that turned out to be 
tricks.

DogeBoy wanted to be different by being 
Open and Trustworthy.

We wanted to build a project that people 
could Rely On, where everyone could talk 

openly, and the project would last.



Tokenomics:
Doge Boy distinguishes itself with a 

Groundbreaking tokenomics strategy, Burning 
an impactful 90% of the initial token supply 

immediately post-launch.



Tokenomics:
Initial Supply: $DOGB 
100,000,000,000,000 (100T)

- Burnt: 90T (90%)
- Unlocked: 6.3T (6.3%)
- Presale: 1.81T (1.81%)
- Partnerships/Staking/CEX 

Listings: 1.01T (1.01%)
- Liquidity: 0.88T (0.88%)



Technology:
Dogeboy runs on the 

Ethereum blockchain for a 
Robust Ecosystem.

DogeBoy leverages 
Ethereum's smart contracts 

for Transparency and 
Automation, ensuring a 

Decentralized and Resilient 
Network.



Key Advantages:
1. Smart Contracts: Ethereum's pioneering technology 

powers Dogeboy's efficient and reliable token 
functionalities.

2. Decentralization: Ethereum's decentralized nature 
aligns with Dogeboy's commitment to fairness and 
openness.

3. Security: Dogeboy inherits Ethereum's battle-tested 
security model, ensuring user trust and confidence.



Buy/Sell Tax:

DogeBoy employs a Dynamic and Community-Driven 
tax structure designed to Incentivize and Reward 
early adopters while promoting long-term 
Sustainability and Decentralization.

The project's tax mechanism is implemented through 
a smart contract that imposes taxes on both Buy and 
Sell transactions.



Buy/Sell Tax:

The initial tax rate is set 
at 1% for both buy and 
sell transactions. This 

tax contributes to 
Liquidity, Marketing, and 

Project Development.



Marketing Strategy:

Community-Centric Engagement: Regular shillings, 
raids, and contests foster community participation, 
creating organic buzz and excitement.



Marketing Strategy:

Strategic Partnerships: Pursuing partnerships with 
reputable DEXs and CEXs enhances liquidity, 
credibility, and overall project visibility.



Marketing Strategy:

Trend Riding: Staying relevant by aligning content 
and promotions with current trends in the crypto 
and meme token space.



Marketing Strategy:

Diverse Marketing: Investing in social media 
campaigns, collaborations, and partnerships for a 
dynamic and engaging project presence.



Roadmap:
Already 

Accomplished: In Progress: Future Goals:

- OggySwap;
- Volt Inu;
- Lovely Inu;
- First CEX Listing;
- Influencers;
- Trending;

- More Trending;
- More Influencers;
- YouTube;
- DogeBoySwap 

Development;

- BabyDogeSwap;
- FlokiFI;
- Major CEX Listing;



Security:
Smart Contract Audit by CFG 
NINJA: DogeBoy prioritizes 

the security of its smart 
contract and recently 

underwent a comprehensive 
audit by CFG NINJA, an 
esteemed auditing firm, 
scoring 86/100 points.



Audit Highlights:
Scope: CFG NINJA scrutinized the smart contract for 
vulnerabilities, exploits, and compliance with industry 
standards.

Code Integrity: The audit confirmed the code's integrity, 
meeting the highest security standards in the Ethereum 
ecosystem.

Vulnerability Assessment: CFG NINJA used leading tools 
to identify and address potential vulnerabilities, 
minimizing security risks.



Audit Highlights:
DogeBoy is committed to a Security-Conscious 
development approach, ensuring Continuous 
Vigilance and Prompt Responses to emerging 
threats.
The community is encouraged to Actively 
Participate in maintaining DogeBoy's security by 
reporting any potential issues.



Conclusion:

DogeBoy represents More than just a 
meme token; it embodies a Vibrant and 
Engaged community, a commitment to 
innovation, and a vision for the future 

of decentralized finance.



Conclusion:
Community-Centric Growth:

- The heart of DogeBoy beats with the energy of its 
community. From daily shillings to dynamic 
contests, our community actively contributes to 
the project's success.

- DogeBoy is more than a token; it's a collective 
effort to redefine community-driven engagement in 
the crypto space.



Conclusion:

Innovative Marketing Strategies:

- Our marketing strategies go beyond conventional 
approaches.

- Whether it's leveraging trends, strategic 
partnerships, or the Pro Shillers Program, 
DogeBoy adapts and evolves to stay relevant in 
the fast-paced world of meme tokens.



Conclusion:
Security as a Foundation:

- The recent audit by CFG NINJA solidifies 
DogeBoy's commitment to security.

- Our smart contract has undergone rigorous 
scrutiny, and we've addressed any identified issues 
promptly.

- DogeBoy's foundation is built on transparency, 
trust, and a security-first mindset.



Conclusion:
Dynamic Evolution:

- The roadmap ahead is exciting.
- As we hit milestones, our tax structure evolves, 

rewarding early supporters and creating a 
sustainable ecosystem.

- DogeBoy's journey includes partnerships, listings, 
and continuous development to ensure longevity 
and adaptability.



Conclusion:
In conclusion, DogeBoy is not just a 

cryptocurrency project; It's a 
Movement fueled by the passion of 

our community and the commitment 
of the development team. As we 

embark on this journey together, we 
invite you to join us in Shaping The 

Future of DogeBoy and the 
decentralized landscape.

Thank you for being a part of the 
DogeBoy community!



Disclaimer:
This whitepaper is prepared by an independent entity and not 

affiliated with DogeBoy or its team. The information is for 
informational purposes only, and the author takes no responsibility 

for financial losses. Cryptocurrency investments are risky, and 
individuals should conduct their own research. The dynamic 
nature of the cryptocurrency market means information may 
become outdated. DogeBoy operates within a decentralized 
community, and participants should exercise caution and 

contribute to the project's security. Consult financial and legal 
professionals before making investment decisions.


